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including our flagship CARE program along
with a number of other seminars that are
given by our top-notch risk managers.
Since we pride ourselves about being very
responsive, most of the time we adapt our
offerings to address concerns raised by our
owners/insureds, which allows the subject
matter to be very topical and very useful.

Luke W. Martin, M.D.

Policyholder Dividend
On November 17, 2016, your physician-led
Board of Directors approved the payment
of $1,000,000 in the form of a policyholder dividend for policies in force as of
December 2, 2016.
In December, 2016, your portion of that
dividend was mailed to you. We appreciate
your continued loyalty and the opportunity
to provide you with the important medical
professional liability coverage you need.
By working together, we have created a
Company focused on and committed to
providing excellent services to our
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policyholders. From Underwriting, to Risk
Management, to Claims, our primary
purpose is to protect our physician insureds.
Your loyalty is one reason this Mutual has
been able to provide responsible premium
relief to West Virginia physicians. This
consistent premium relief, paired with our
services, makes your Mutual the preeminent
choice for medical professional liability
insurance in West Virginia. You have a
successful, financially sound insurance
company that places the interests of West
Virginia physicians and their patients first.
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Although it is unfortunate, some physicians
look at medical liability insurance as simply
a commodity to be purchased at the lowest
possible price. The more time that passes
since the crisis in the late 1990’s and the early
2000’s, significantly fewer doctors remember
what a problem commercial malpractice
insurance companies were during that period.
We at your West Virginia Mutual Insurance
Company feel it is very important for us to
be a resource to you, our insureds/owners,
providing value-added services that are not
readily available elsewhere. In so doing, this
very clearly gives you greater bang for your
buck. Among our value-added services are
a robust menu of Risk Management offerings,
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Another value-added service provided by
WVMIC at no additional cost is coverage for
cyber–liability exposure, including data
breaches, which are obviously of increasing
concern for physicians in this very connected
world. Indeed, the $250,000 limit provided
by the Mutual is among the highest, if not
the highest, of any medical liability company
in the nation. Yet another valued service
provided without additional cost is the socalled administrative coverage, which enables
a WVMIC-covered physician to have legal
representation if he or she becomes the
target of a Board of Medicine or a Board
of Osteopathy complaint, as long as it does
not involve illegal activity. In addition, as
a courtesy to our insureds, the Mutual may
provide legal representation if one of our
covered physicians is forced to testify in a
medical liability action in which he or she
is not a party to hopefully guard against
being drawn into the lawsuit.

The greatest value-added service WVMIC
provides is freedom from worry about the
future due to our amazing financial strength,
which has allowed our Board of Directors
to declare yet another dividend for our
policyholders this year. This 2016 dividend
adds another million dollars to the almost
$14 million given back in previous dividends.
It is very gratifying to me personally to be
able to do so, and it should not go unnoticed
that we are the only medical liability
insurance company to ever declare such a
dividend in West Virginia. Our superb
financial strength also means that the Mutual
will continue to be strong over the longterm, even if the medical liability climate
deteriorates, as it has done with regularity
in the past. This has caused many previous
malpractice insurance companies to exit
our state, leave the market entirely, or
become insolvent, leaving practitioners with
very few if any options.
Our commitment is to stay strong and avoid
these problems in the future. We are…
Physicians Insuring Physicians (and now
facilities and hospitals, as well.)
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Integrating Risk Management into Your Practice
Our goal is to help you integrate risk management into your practice. In many practices,
risk management takes effort and is done
out of obligation and to meet compliance
requirements. We will help you change this
perception and practice.
Our risk management professionals have
extensive clinical and professional liability
experience. Our team is excited to provide
the highest quality risk management pro-

grams for our physicians. We are committed
to introducing cutting edge, innovative risk
management tools that will address the
continually changing needs and risks that
challenge physicians.
The Mutual is committed to assisting you in
improving the quality of patient care and
reducing exposures that can lead to litigation.
Our risk management professionals want to
be a resource for you and to help you under-

Risk Management Programs for 2017
stand and effectively manage the changing
risks inherent in today’s medical practice.
Please view us as a strategic partner to your
practice.
For more information how our Risk Management programs can assist your practice please
contact your Agent. Or you may contact us
directly at 888-998-7642 or by visiting our
website at www.wvmic.com

requirements for Accredited Providers. As
a result, it granted the Mutual the status of
Accreditation with Commendation. Likewise,
the West Virginia Board of Examiners for
Registered Professional Nurses granted the
Mutual permission to issue Continuing
Education credits for Nurses attending our

AHRQ Medical Office Survey: Creating
a Culture of Patient Safety

Healthcare Cyber Risk: Addressing Risk Through
Proactive Measures

Benefits and Risks of Social Media in
Healthcare

A general discussion of Cyber Risk and how a physician office can prepare

C.A.R.E. – Communicate and Respond
Effectively
Dealing with Difficult and Disruptive
Behavior

The Mutual is an Accredited Medical Education Provider
For the last several years, the Mutual has
been an Accredited Provider of Continuing
Medical Education for both Physicians and
Nurses. The West Virginia State Medical
Association concluded that the Mutual met
or exceeded the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Education’s (ACCME)

Our current programs:

Getting It Right with Diagnostic Tests
Healthcare Cyber Risk: Addressing Risk
Through Proactive Measures NEW for 2017

educational seminars. The Mutual wants
to ensure that attendees not only get the
best possible content while attending our
seminars, but also assist in meeting any
educational requirements set forth by their
respective licensing boards.

HIPAA Compliance: Reality and Perspective
Healthcare Information Technology:
Risks and Realities
Medical Malpractice Defense Insight and
Perspectives for the Physician NEW for 2017
Medical Professionalism and Ethics
NEW for 2017
Reducing the Risks: Chronic Pain
Management and the Challenges for
the Physician Office

Mutual Website Tips

Reducing Risks in Radiology with Effective
Communication
The Perfect Storm

To request Risk Management
services:

To locate practical and informative
Risk Management tools:

To see the most up-to-date Risk
Management seminar schedules:

1

Go to www.wvmic.com

Go to www.wvmic.com

Go to www.wvmic.com

2

Click on Physicians

Click the Risk Management tab

Click the Risk Management tab

3

Click on To schedule a site visit -orregister for a seminar

Click Tools on the Menu

Click CME Programs on the Menu
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Transfer of Care

Medical Malpractice Defense Insight and Perspectives
for the Physician
A general discussion of professional liability in West Virginia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claims vs Lawsuits
Review the legal deadlines and responsibilities for NOC and SCM
Real closed claims – the good, bad and ugly
Do’s and don’ts for depositions
Documentation problems
Review physician responsibility in the presence of a lawsuit
Discuss an Integrated approach for better communication between
and for physician offices

Vicarious Liability
Working Out the Bugs: Infection
Prevention in Outpatient Care

Medical Professionalism and Ethics
A discussion of Ethical issues facing physicians today
Our current CME
schedule can be found
on the Mutual’s website
at www.wvmic.com.
Call 888-998-7642 to
register for a seminar.

Click on Complete Risk Management
Service Request form

Physicians can earn premium credits by participating in various programs, on-site visits, in-service visits for office staff, loss control seminars and
our flagship program, C.A.R.E.®. These programs enable you to earn both CME and premium credits.
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• Discussion of various case examples in the Healthcare industry
• Ransomware
• Tax fraud
• Corporate account takeover
• Identity Theft
• Medical Devices
• Integrated approach to remediation for physician offices
• Regulatory environment – HIPAA, NIST
• Enforcement environment
• Overview of coverage provided by the Mutual through NAS

www.wvmic.com
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• Discussion of the patient physician relationship                            
• Review the Hippocratic Oath and what that means in 2017
• Discuss an Integrated approach for better communication between
physicians and patients
• Brief discussion of the medical professional liability and how  
criminal accusations are not part of professional liability coverage
• Discuss burnout and how best to combat emotional fatigue
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